Film History Discussion Series: A Survey

WORD LIST:

ALL: FEAR EATS THE SOUL
ALL THE PRESIDENTS MEN
AMARCORD
A TRIP TO THE MOON
BABBETTE’S FEAST
BATTLESHIP POTEMKIN
BEING JOHN MAL KOVICH
BICYCLE THIEVES
BLACK GIRL
BLACK NARCISSES
BREAKER MORANT

MOMENTO
MONSOON WEDDING
MR SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
MY LIFE AS A DOG
MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO
NOTORIOUS
OPEN YOUR EYES
ORDINARY PEOPLE
PARADISE NOW
PERSEPOLIS
PUNCH DRUNK LOVE
CAT BALLOU
CHIMES AT MIDNIGHT
CHINATOWN
CHUNGKING EXPRESS
DAYS OF HEAVEN
DO THE RIGHT THING
DR STRANGELOVE
FLOATING WEEDS
GOLDFINGER
HUD
IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT
LE SILENCE DE LA MER
MAN ON WIRE
MARRIAGE ITALIAN STYLE
SUPPORT THE GIRLS
TEN
THE BLOB
THE CIRCLE
THE COLOR OF POMEGRANATES
THE ODD COUPLE
THE PLAYER
THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE
THE RED SHOES
THE RULES OF THE GAME
TSOTS
TUCKER: THE MAN AND HIS DREAM
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE?
WHEN WE WERE KINGS